FRIENDS OF GRAVITY
synergy dance workshop
GRUNDTVIG WORKSHOP 11 / 0029-G / 6040

12-21 APRIL, 2012
HOLLÓKŐ, HUNGARY
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WHAT?
Friends of Gravity is a 10-day workshop for adults. Our purpose is to offer personal experience
and practice for personal and community development using methods and techniques from
dance, contemporary dance, physical movement and theatre.

WHO IS Friends of Gravity for?
The workshop is for you if you are:
 over 18, at the start of the workshop
 registerd inhabitant one of the 27 EU countries, plus Croatia, Switzerland, Turkey,
Lichtenstein, Iceland and Norway
 physically ready to take the amount of movement in the workshop. If you are not sure,
please consult your doctor, and contact the trainers and/or the coordinator of the
workshop.
 interested in dance and/or theatre and have no previous experience in it.
 a dancer on a hobby or lifestyle level, and NOT a professional.
 are or want to be active in your local community in any non-formal way of adult education:
volunteer, community or youth worker, adult educator, leader or member of an NGO, and
see dance and theatre as a way of involving people.
 willing to live, learn, play, experiment and explore in a multicultural and multigenerational
group
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THEME: Dance & movement for personal and community development
In our lives and in our cultures we all have developed certain patterns of thinking and behaving the same way, we have patterns of how we move. Few of them we are aware of, and many more
are running like an unconscious routine, like a hidden choreography, ruling our thoughts, feelings
and actions. In the variety of situations life brings along, these patterns can either serve us, or not.
To become able to create the impact we want, first we need to explore these patterns, become
aware of how they function, improve them and learn to develop new ones.

Our patterns of thinking, feeling, reacting on certain situations are also reflected in our posture
and movement, in how and what we sense in our bodies. Through working with the body we can
discover a lot of things that the mind is hiding. Movement gives you a factwise experience of what
you do, how you do it, and what happens if you do something different from your past routine.
Through exercises from movement and dance you can see your patterns followed in your everyday
life. The body is a fact – it can be very easy and obvious, maybe also confronting, funny and playful
to rely on this fact.
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Do you want to be friends with your body? Do you want to be friends with gravity? Have you ever
seen that changing the way you think, changes the way you move? Have you ever thought of
changing the way you move and to see what insights, thoughts and feelings it brings? Do you find
it fascinating to do the discovery in a group of people of different ages, from different countries?

Do you want to play?

If your answer is YES, this workshop is for YOU.

Starting from here the opportunity comes up to explore questions like:
 What are my patterns? How can I recognise them? How can i improve them? How can I
create new patterns?
 How do I express myself? What else is available for me to express myself?
 How can I create a connection with my body?
 How can I connect to my surroundings in an easy and relaxed way?
 How can i involve people?
 How do i cooperate with the people around me?
 How do i function, what is my role in a relationship or in a team?
 How do i handle diversity in social background, age and culture?
 What is my personal impact on my relationships and the results of cooperation?
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METHODS & PROGRAM elements
The International Synergy Group uses the method “Learning to play, playing to learn” which
basically is learning through experiences. You can read more about this method in the
attachments. The techniques we will work with, give you an opportunity to create a connection
between your mind and your body, practice how to create and increase your awareness, and let
you explore, discover, improvise and enjoy. 80-90% of the program is pure practicing. Every day
you will have opportunities to share your views, insights, experiences and questions in small
groups and in plenary. In these sharing’s we will mostly work with questions, our favourite one
starts with the word: HOW. Professional instruction and coaching will be provided by the trainers.

Days 1-4.
 morning gym: warm-up, stretching, yoga exercises, tricks and techniques, simple phrases of
movements in different styles of contemporary dance
 workshops for self-discovery: connection to people, roles in teams, tolerance, social inclusion
 basics contact improvisation
 workshops for inspiration: creating choreographies, space, tempo and rhythm

Days 5-8.
 morning gym
 rehearsals: you will work in multicultural groups of 5-8, coached by the trainers and assisted by
volunteers’ team, and create a short performance. You will all do something you have never
done before and we hope, you will challenge yourselves. We will mainly use video as a tool for
feedback.
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 setting up your own workshops: you can bring in any kind of dance and any theme connected
to performances, as long as someone comes to your workshop, the floor is yours to share
experience and learn from each other
 midnight workshops: jams, special wishes, extras

Day 9.
 company tour: you will perform on a real stage, in front of a real audience. We are planning 2
performances – 1 for inmates in a high security prison and 1 for people in a nearby city, in the
spring city festival. After the performances you will have the opportunity to do and “aftertalk”
with your audience.
 chillout and celebration

Day 10.
 summarizing the learning points
 final evaluation of the workshop
 closing jam
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WHAT CAN YOU PRACTISE & LEARN HERE?

The workshop offers a practical, easy to follow process promoting an active, healthy lifestyle ont he level of
the individual and the community, and many opportunities to improve key competences such as initiative
and enterpreneurship, social and civic, learning to learn, cultural awareness and expression:


personal skills, e.g.: creativity, self expression, connection, flexibility, observation, listening,
creativity, leadership, initiative, handling diversity, setting goals and priorities, planning, organising,
evaluating progress



living, playing and creating in a multicultural, multigenerational group



involving people



how to work with a topic relevant for a community in the form of a dance performance



basics of creating a dance performance with a team



how to put a message into a performance



tricks & techniques of contemporary dance: e.g. rolling, sliding, turning, jumping, lifting



contact impovisation



building choreographies



stage logistics: handling sound, light and props



using photos and videos as a tool of feedback



physical exercises to keep your body healthy



safety – warm up, stretching, posture, how to walk, safe movement and clothing
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WHO?
Who can participate?
This is an open call workshop. It means it is open for all countries listed above and for people of all
ages. We expect a wide variety of experiences as well.

Trainers
The trainers of the workshop are Alex Tsiamoglu from Greece and Krisztina Győry from Hungary,
both trainers of a European network the International Synergy Group. Alex is a professional dancer
and dance instructor. Krisztina is a personal development trainer, youth worker and coach. They
both have many years of experience in working with multicultural groups, using a variety of nonformal educational methods. They have been developing the program and the methods of the so
called „synergy dance training” since 2007, having done the program 4 times so far.
A team of volunteers will assist the trainers, they are people who did one of the previous versions
of the program and want to improve their skills further by supporting the participants, mainly in
logistics and the creation of the performance.

Organiser
Egyesek Youth Association is one of the most characteristic independent youth NGOs in Hungary,
member of the informal network called International Synergy Group. Egyesek has 15 years of
experience in designing, guiding and organising non-formal learning projects, such as community
service, exchanges, volunteering, internship programs, training courses and workshops. You can
find further information at www.egyesek.hu .

VENUE
The workshop will take place in the village of
Hollókő, Hungary.
The program will take place in the newly built
theatre of the village, which has a wooden
floor, a stage, professional sound and light.
It is 12-minute walk from the
accommodation.
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Accommodation, meals and some program parts will be in Creative Space Training Center (31.
Orgona str., Hollókő, Hungary, www.kreativ-ter.hu ). The house is a special group accomodation,
ready to serve the needs of non-formal educational processes. The training room will be equipped
with a dancefloor. There are several community rooms and a huge garden for groupwork and
socializing. Participants will stay in 4-bedded rooms with separate toilet and shower each. Wireless
internet connection is available. There is no washing machine available.
To ensure the full privacy of the group, the whole house will be rented exclusively for the
participants of the workshop.

APPLICATION, SELECTION & CONFIRMATION PROCEDURE
Application process:
Send your filled in application form to Barbara Földi to the following address:

barbara.foldi@egyesek.hu
The deadline of the application is 10th January 2012.
Selection will be done and the first round of confirmations will be sent by 20th January 2011.

Special needs:
If you have any physical limitations, allergy, disease and/or use medicine we need to know about,
indicate it on the application form. If you are a vegetarian, or have a special diet, let us know,
indicating what you cannot or don’t want to eat, and also what you CAN eat, so that we can
arrange suitable food. Please, tell us beforehand if you need any assistance from us in this matter.
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Selection criteria:
-

number of foreign participants is 20.

-

number of Hungarian participants is maximum 8.

-

rules of the Grundtvig Program: participants must come from at least three different
participating countries, in addition to the host country, and no more than 1/3 of the
participants should originate from the same country.

-

balance of the group concerning age, gender, social background and experience

-

contents of the application form must show clearly how your personal learning objectives fit
into the objectives of the workshop.

Confirmation:
When you are selected you will get the confirmation letter. Do NOT buy tickets before you get the
confirmation letter. In this letter you will receive
-

detailed instruction about how to get to Hollókő,

-

information on what to take into consideration for planning your journey

-

list of equipment, clothes, documents to bring with you for the workshop

-

a sample of the training contract that we have to make with you by law

When you receive the confirmation letter, you will have 2 weeks (10 working days) to buy your
return ticket and let us know the price, exact hours and dates of your arrival and departure. If you
don’t buy your ticket and/or don’t le tus know the data in time, we consider your application
cancelled and call the next person from the waiting list.
The ones not selected in the first round will be on the waiting list and as soon as there is an empty
place, we will contact them.
On your arrival we will make a training contract with you.
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DATES
18:00

11th April 2012

19:30

11th April 2012

9:30

12th April 2012

Program ends

22:00

21nd April 2012

Departure

11:00

22nd April 2012

Arrival till
Registration and
general information
Dance program
starts

If you arrive 1-2 days earlier or leave later, please arrange your own accommodation for the extra
time. If you need support in connection with this let us know.
We expect you to participate on the whole workshop!
(It means coming later or leaving earlier is not allowed!)

COSTS

20 foreigners subsidized by the Grundtvig grant:
We reimburse 100% of your travelcosts, within the maximum of 250€/person. Conditions of
reimbursement are described in the attachment nr.1. Please read it carefully. There is no other
fee or contribution to be paid. By submitting the application form you declare that you have read
and understood the conditions, and agree to keep them.
Hungarians:
Hungarian people are eligible to participate in the workshop but they are NOT allowed to be
funded through the Grundtvig Programme. For Hungarian people we have raised different funds,
there is a participants’ contribution of 100€ / person, to be paid in cash on arrival, and no
reimbursement of travelcosts.
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If you have any further question you can contact Barbara Földi at barbara.foldi@egyesek.hu email address.

We are looking forward to see you in Hungary!
EGYESEK YOUTH ASSOCIATION
www.egyesek.hu
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ATTACHMENT nr1./ Conditions of reimbursement
Keep your original tickets and receipts, invoices and all related documents, because you can only get
reimbursement for costs of which you can prove the amounts with original tickets and receipts.
Only the amount written on the ticket will be reimbursed – that is, if you want your return ticket to be
reimbursed, you have to buy it in advance give it to us.
We cannot reimburse anything that you buy after the training.
REMEMBER, choose the cheapest means of transportation to travel.
Original documents that are needed:
 all your tickets and boarding passes


invoices of buying your tickets (described below)



passport or ID

What is an invoice
This is a document, signed and stamped by the seller.
The invoice of your local and international flight/train/bus ticket must contain your name, the
departure and arrival place the date of the journey and the price of the ticket. If any of them is
missing you can not get reimbursement.
E-tickets: An e-ticket is NOT an invoice! If necessary, call the airline/train company/etc., explain
them the situation and ask them to give you a receipt/invoice with the data given above. If you
buy tickets online, take care that you tick the box indicating that you
want an invoice, and you fill in the address of Egyesek where the invoice has to be sent by the
airline company.
Invoices of tickets that you buy in Hungary are called ÁFÁS SZÁMLA (this is how you ask for it). This
invoice must contain data of Egyesek Youth Association in the way like this:
Egyesek Ifjúsági Egyesület
Budapest, 1137 Radnóti Miklós utca 4-6.
For safety reasons, reimbursement will be sent in HUF by bank transfer after the workshop.
The exchange rate is defined according to the regulations of the Grundtvig Program.
On spot we will calculate your reimbursement. You will check the calculation and sign a document
stating that you agree with the amount, and you will send all the original tickets back within 2
weeks after the end of the program.
We will do 1 bank transfer per country, in order to reduce your costs, on the account number you
and the other participants of the same country agree upon.
The bank costs are taken by the participants.
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ATTACHMENT nr2 / THE TRAINING METHOD of International Synergy Group
Learning to play, playing to learn
Learning by experience, outdoor training, and theatre plays are working methods which all have one thing in common:
playing. Playing allows us to access a state of freedom, creativity and exploration that is associated with the natural learning
of childhood. Roleplays, structured experiments, simulation, and theatre are examples of games with experiential learning
opportunities. Games can create a play frame, which makes the act of learning a dynamic and enjoyable process, which
recalls the carefree playing time of childhood.
Experiential activities can transform learning into adventure. Learning in this way is an emotional, physical as well as a
cognitive experience. Movement and feelings stimulate the learning process. Playing involves both mind and body and can
provoke an emotional response during the exercises. The exercises are designed to use social skills and make clear /
illustrate concepts and theories. Almost any topic can be explored through games. Learning processes that involve the
development of skills and behavioural change, such as group dynamics, communication, leadership, problem solving,
teamwork, coaching, co-operation and decision-making are very suitable for gaming.
Gaming is a working method which might create a paradoxical situation in which participants or a group might loose
themselves. The objective of using gaming in this kind of training is to get more knowledge and skills to work with groups in
the field of youth work and social work.
Although this working method may seem enjoyable, it is not "only a game". It allows the players to use the freedom to
experiment with new approaches and new behaviour and to acquire skills and knowledge. The players are asked to look at
how they behave in the play. Therefore feedback and reflection are an essential part in this way of working. Playing games
as a tool for learning is a serious play or 'playful seriousness'.
The Olde Vechte Foundation has developed this working method in a specific way. Since the founding of the "Olde Vechte"
foundation in 1966 we used a group accommodation for the training- and education activities. Working with groups in a
hostel situation became part of the working method.
Our training method is based on learning by experience. In our approach we invite participants to point out where they find
themselves at that moment in the learning process, what they want to learn and how they want to develop themselves. It is
focused on the experience of the individual and it is connected to the specific needs and the level of learning of the
participant at that moment. The programme is a tool for the participant and not the other way around. No matter how
logical this may sound, in many formal learning situations the usual form of acquiring knowledge is 'learning from lessons'.
The knowledge should be reproduced / copied by the student, without any personal interaction. 'Learning by experience' is
different since it starts from the person him/ herself, his/here behaviour, reactions and emotions. This method is often used
in youth work and informal education. And more and more this method is being used in formal education and trainings for
companies.
The way, in which we like to organise and perform this international training, means that main objectives of the training
have to be clear to the participants, as well as the outlines of the programme and the target group. In this way we create a
playing field for participants and trainers where we can play to learn and learn to play.
Within the given group, you participate in the training for yourself and with yourself as an individual. The exercises (called
‘processes’ in our training context) will be done alternately alone, in pairs or in a group. The trainer will prepare the ground
by giving plenary lectures. Some processes may involve talking, others listening or visualising certain thoughts with your eyes
closed. Exercises will be provided in combination with music, dance or play. Many processes will contain an element of
surprise, the exact nature of which is not known in advance. In this way questions can only be answered by the participant
him/ herself, namely by experiencing his own reactions.
With this training approach there is room for the experiences and wishes of the participants to influence the content of the
programme while it is taking place. We create the playing field and the participants make the play.
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